Most conventional seismic fragility analyses of RC buildings usually ignore or greatly simplify the soil-structure interaction (SSI), and the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR) is often adopted to establish seismic fragility curves. In this work, an eight-story RC building was designed to study the influence of the SSI on the seismic fragility of RC buildings. ree double-parameter damage models (DPDMs) were considered for the fragility assessment: the Park-Ang model, the Niu model, and the Lu-Wang model. Results show that considering SSI induces a higher fragility than that of the fixed model and that employing the DPDMs for the fragility analysis provides more reasonable results than those evaluated using the MIDR damage index.
Introduction
Seismic fragility analysis of structures is the basis of seismic loss estimation and city risk management.
is type of analysis is helpful in understanding the response of structures under an earthquake so as to define the structural damage corresponding to a specific earthquake intensity level. erefore, decision-makers can adopt the fragility analysis as a significant reference to reduce the consequences of earthquakes [1] .
Developing fragility curves is useful for seismic fragility assessment of structures. In principle, fragility curves can be established using the following methods [2] : (1) professional expert judgement; (2) quasistatic and design code consistent analysis; (3) statistical analysis of damage data associated with past earthquakes; and (4) numerical simulation based on the structural dynamic analysis. Due to the scarcity and low reliability of postearthquake data, the numerical method is the most commonly adopted method in current research.
It is of great importance to include soil in the numerical model in the fragility analysis. When an earthquake appears, the propagation of seismic waves in the soil results in soil movement and is proven that soil-structure interaction (SSI) affects the dynamic responses of the structure. For example, Myat [3] studied the seismic performance of low-rise shear wall buildings with a strip foundation, and the results showed that both the axial forces and shear forces of the columns increased compared with those with the fixed base. Dutta et al. [4] found that the SSI could increase the base shear of a low-rise RC frame building but decreased the seismic response of high-rise buildings. Pinto and Ciampoli [5] investigated typical piers and assessed the effect of SSI on dynamic response, which indicated that in most cases, SSI led to a higher displacement demands than fixed-base structures.
Unfortunately, most existing numerical studies of fragility do not consider the SSI effects and simply fix the bottom of the structure. Only a few works currently include the SSI effects in the structural fragility analysis, which shows the changes caused by the SSI effect. For example, the study of Rajeev and Tesfamariam [6] highlighted the effects of the SSI on three-, five-, and nine-story, three-bay moment reinforced concrete frames resting on dense silty sand, and the fragility curves were developed for both fixed-base and SSI models. e results showed that the SSI effect induced higher fragility than that of the fixed-base model. Similarly, Pitilakis et al. [7] studied three RC buildings resting on very soft soil, and the comparative fragility curves were obtained with the fixed-base and SSI models. A substantial increase in the fragility was observed for the SSI models with respect to the fixed-base structures. e research of Saez et al. [8] also studied the effects of the SSI on the fragility assessment for an old RC building resting on a mixture of sandy and clayey soil, and a general reduction in the fragility was presented. As is well known, the SSI has a very complex influence on the structural responses; therefore, it does not always lead to beneficial effects. As a result, it is appropriate to study the SSI effects on the structural fragility, which is helpful to generate more accurate fragility curves.
Furthermore, all the seismic fragility analyses above adopt a simplified soil model represented by a series of springs. e characteristics of the springs will influence the structural fragility results. With the development of computing technologies, it is possible to employ a full soilstructure model in the fragility analysis to obtain satisfactory results. On the other hand, the current fragility analysis uses the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR) to assess the damage state of structures. e MIDR is the most commonly used metric, as it is easily obtained in the performance analysis of the structure under an earthquake. However, this response parameter cannot fully reflect the cumulative damage caused by the low cycle fatigue under the reciprocating load of an earthquake [9] . erefore, using MIDR may underestimate the degree of damage, especially when under a long-lasting earthquake, which will lead to severe seismic loss. Because the double-parameter damage models (DPDMs), generally using the combination of deformation and energy as the damage index, can reflect both the maximum deformation and cumulative damage effects, it is considered to be more comprehensive when describing the structural damage under earthquakes, which may give an accurate prediction of the seismic damage of buildings.
In this study, to investigate the SSI effects on fragility assessment and supply a method for the fragility analysis of SSI structures, an eight-story RC frame structure was designed and fully modeled as a test bed to carry out a series of numerical fragility analyses. At the same time, three DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang model are adopted to evaluate the seismic fragility of structures compared to using the MIDR.
Damage Models
e seismic damage model is an important tool to describe the degree of damage to structures under an earthquake, making it a key issue in fragility analyses. In general, the damage model is a quantitative mathematical model describing the severity of damage, measured by a damage index (DI). rough comparing the damage index with the limit values defined for specific damage states, the damage of structures can be assessed. ree typical DPDMs are selected in this investigation, including the Park-Ang model, which is widely accepted in the earthquake engineering field, the Niu model, of which the relevant parameters are easy to determine, and the Lu-Wang model. e expressions of the DPDMs adopted can be seen in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , δ m is the maximum displacement under an earthquake, δ u is the ultimate displacement under a monotonic loading, δ y is the yield displacement, F y is the calculated yield strength, E u is the limit hysteretic energy, E h is the cumulative hysteretic energy, and β o is a nonnegative parameter. In the Niu damage model, μ � 0.1387 and c � 0.0814. When evaluating the damage that appears in a specified story level or an entire structure, a weighted combining index is required:
Some researchers [15] [16] [17] proposed different methods to calculate the weighting coefficients. In this study, the method proposed by Du and Ou is first adopted to generate the story level damage index, and the method proposed by Ou and He is then adopted to define the damage index of the total structure. e weighting coefficient method adopted in this study can be seen in Table 2 .
To obtain the structural fragility curves, the relationship between the structural response and damage states must be clearly defined. Based on the existing methods, five damage states and four limit states (LS) of slight damage, moderate damage, severe damage, and complete damage are defined, and the corresponding indices of four limit states are shown in Table 3 .
Numerical Modeling
To study the SSI effects on structural fragility using the DPDMs, a typical eight-story, three-bay reinforced concrete frame building is designed according to the Chinese code for Seismic Design of Buildings [19] . Two foundation systems are considered in this study: fixed-base and piled raft supported on soft soil considering the SSI effects. e dimensions of the reference structure are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Superstructure Model.
e reference structure adopted in this study is a high-rise building with 8 stories, with a story height of 3.0 m. e building has a floor plan of 6.0 m by 14.4 m with three bays in the horizontal direction (shown in Figures 1 and 2 ). e section size of the beam is 300 mm by 600 mm and of the column is 800 mm by 800 mm, and the thickness of the floor is 120 mm. e structure is designed using the PKPM software according to the "Code for Seismic Design of Buildings" (GB50011-2010) [18] and the "Code for Concrete Structure Design" (GB50010-2010) [20] . e concrete grade of the beam, column, and floor is C30, and the equivalent elastic modulus is 32000 MPa. e C30 concrete and HRB400 rebars (with a reinforcement ratio of 0.1%) were used, and the reinforced concrete was treated as a bulk material that has been shown to give reasonably accurate results [21] [22] [23] . e multilinear isotropic strengthening (MISO) constitutive model in ANSYS was used to simulate the material behaviour. e MISO model was calibrated against Pan's [24] uniaxial compressive stressstrain curves.
To analyse the structural responses, the ANSYS software is employed. e structure and the soil are meshed as in Figure 3 . In the model, the floor of the structure is simulated using the Shell181 element, and the beams, columns, and piles are all simulated using the Beam188 element.
In addition, the weight of superstructure and soil is added to the calculation model by means of concentrated nodal force, in which the live load of the floor and the weight of the wall in the frame design is considered, to balance the computational efficiency. e live load of the floor and the weight of the walls are all loaded on the floor, and the mean value of 9.2 kN/m 2 . Due to the large scale of the SSI system, the finite element model consists of a total 137,216 elements.
Soil Model.
When considering the SSI in the fragility analysis, it is crucial to determine the range of the soil to ensure the reliability of the analysis. Because the proper size of the soil has a considerable influence on the results of the numerical analysis, Lu and Jiang [25] studied the soil domain range using the displacement response analysis method. e results showed that the soil domain should be taken as at least 8L (L is the width of the structure) with more than 10L yielding very satisfactory results. erefore, the size of the soil is defined to be 180 m by 180 m (more than 10L), and the depth of the soil is 20.0 m. e Drucker-Prager constitutive model can better reflect the soil characteristic when simulating the soil elastic-plastic constitutive relation, and the model requires several parameters consisting of the elastic modulus, the Poisson ratio, the density, the soil cohesion, and the internal friction angle. In addition, the Drucker-Prager model has achieved good results in soil constitutive simulation through many practical engineering verifications; therefore, it is adopted in this study [26, 27] . An average shear wave velocity of V s,30 equal to about 200 m/s is used, corresponding to ground type II of the Chinese code for seismic design of buildings. A very soft soil is specifically selected to amplify the effects of SSI. e damping ratio for energy dissipation during seismic loading is equal to 5%. e specific soil parameters can be seen in Table 4 . e soil is modeled using the Solid185 element. To simulate the contact performance in the interface between the soil and the pile, the contact elements are employed in this study, where the target surface used the Target170 element and the contact surface used the Contact173 element.
Input Ground Motions.
A representative series of earthquake ground motions are selected for the dynamic analysis, including 5 real ground motion recordings (Table 5) selected from the Ground Motion Database of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER: http://peer.berkeley.edu/) according to the target spectrum of the Chinese codes. e earthquake magnitudes are 5 < M w < 8, and the epicentral distances are 0 < R < 25 km. Because the foundation soil used in the study, on average, belongs to the soil category according to GB50011, with a V s,30 lower than 500 m/s, the selected ground motions were all recoded on soil sites with V s,30 ranging from 288 to 413 m/ s. Figure 4 shows the spectra of these five ground motions. e soil-structure interaction system is first analysed under the self-weight loading to achieve a geostatic condition, and then the selected ground acceleration time series are applied to the bottom of the soil layer.
Dynamic Analysis
To illustrate the effect of different intensities of seismic ground motions on the structural damage distribution using the DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang compared with that using MIDR for the analysed building with or without SSI effects, a series of preliminary comparative dynamic analyses are conducted for the SSI and fixed-based models based on Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang damage models with respect to the MIDR under different intensities of seismic ground motions. e Tai-wanSMART1(5) earthquake record is used in this case as the input motion, scaled to reach PGA values of 0.1 g, 0.2 g and 0.4 g. Figures 5-7 show the heightwise distribution of MIDR and the story DI based on the DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang at different seismic intensity levels of 0.1 g, 0.2 g and 0.4 g, respectively. It can be seen that the SSI effects lead to higher MIDR compared with the fixed-base model. e MIDR of the building considering SSI effects is concentrated at the first story, but the MIDR of the fixed-base building appears at the third story. For the damage distribution of the building using the DPDMs, it is shown that the maximum damage appears at the second story for the fixedbase building and that at the first floor for the building considering SSI effects. e results show that SSI effects will influence the damage distribution of the structure using both Table 1 : e DPDMs adopted in this study.
Damage models
Expression Park-Ang [10, 11] DI Table 2 : Weighting coefficient method adopted in this study.
Weighting coefficient Expression Du method [15] λ Advances in Materials Science and Engineering the DPDMs and the IMDR. In addition, the maximum damage of the fixed-base model is concentrated at the second story using the DPDMs, and the MIDR appears at the third story, but the maximum damage is concentrated at the first floor using the DPDMs and the IMDR for the building considering SSI effects. It is shown that the influence of the damage distribution of the SSI model using the DPDMs compared with the IMDR is different from that of the fixedbase model. e corresponding influence of SSI effects and the difference using the DPDMs and the MIDR is similar under different intensity levels of seismic ground motions. Figure 8 gives the global DI of the structure under different ground motions of the three DPDMs and the MIDR. It depicts that SSI effects induce higher DI for both the DPDMs and the IMDR. For the building considering the SSI effects, it can be seen that when the PGA is 0.4 g, the structure assessed using DPDMs is in complete damage state, while that evaluated using MIDR is in the severe damage state, showing a large difference of results using different DI. In addition, with the increase in PGA, the difference in damage assessment using DPDMs is more noticeable than the MIDR.
Seismic Fragility Analysis

Incremental Dynamic Analysis.
e Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) is an effective analysis method that involves performing a series of nonlinear dynamic analyses Advances in Materials Science and Engineering under a suite of scaled ground motion records whose intensities should ideally cover the entire range from elasticity to the whole dynamic instability [28] . An advanced tracing algorithm of Hunt and Fill is used to scale the earthquake records. e PGA is adopted as the intensity measure (I) for the IDA analysis, and each earthquake record is scaled for 10 different levels (i.e., 0.05 g, 0.15 g, 0.225 g, 0.3 g, 0.4 g, 0.5 g, 0.625 g, 0.75 g, 0.8 g, and 0.85 g). Based on the dynamic analyses above, for both the fixed-base models and SSI models, the uncertainty of the input seismic motions, and 50 typical structural samples are obtained for fixed-base model and the SSI model to conduct the fragility analysis, respectively.
Fragility Analysis.
Seismic fragility refers to the failure probability under different seismic intensities, which also describes the seismic performance of the engineering structures in the sense of a probability. Seismic fragility expresses the relationships between the damage degree and the seismic intensity macroscopically using fragility curves. e response results of the IDA are used to derive fragility curves expressed as double-parameter lognormal distribution functions. e cumulative probability of exceeding an LS conditioned on a measured of the seismic intensity IM is as follows [29] :
where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, IM is the intensity measure of the adopted earthquake expressed in terms of PGA (in units of g ), IM and β are the median values (in units of g ) and the logstandard deviations of the building fragilities, and LS is the limit state. e median PGA values corresponding to the prescribed performance levels are determined based on a regression analysis of the nonlinear IDA results for each structural model. Figure 9 illustrates the PGA-MIDR relationships and PGA with double-parameter damage index for the fixed-base structural model and the structural model considering SSI effects. It is worth nothing that the structural model considering SSI effects tends to yield higher damage index compared with the fixed-base model, and the DPDMs behave different distribution compared with the MIDR. Various uncertainties are taken into account through the log-standard deviation parameter β, which describes the total dispersion related to each fragility curve. ree primary sources of uncertainty contribute to the total variability for any given damage state [30] , including the variability associated with structural modeling, the capacity of each structural type, and the seismic demand. e logstandard deviation value in the definition of limit states is assumed to be equal to 0.2 [31] , while the corresponding value in the capacity is assumed to be 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for slight/moderate and severe/complete damage states, which considers that the uncertainty of the structural capacity increases with the deepening of structural damage [32] . e third source of uncertainty associated with the seismic demand is taken into consideration by calculating the dispersion of the logarithms of simulated results with respect to the regression fit. Under the assumption that these three log-standard deviation components are statistically independent, and the total log-standard deviation is estimated as the root of the sum of the squares of the component dispersions. e computed log-standard deviation β values of the fragility curves in terms of PGA-MIDR vary from 0.79 to 0.86 and 0.85 to 0.92 for the model considering SSI effects and the fixed-base model, respectively. However the β values for the DPDMs vary from 0.76 to 0.99 and from 0.73 to 1.07 for the model considering SSI effects and the fixed-base model, respectively. Table 6 presents the lognormal distributed fragility parameters of median and log-standard deviation for the fixedbase building, and Figure 10 gives the comparative fragility 
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curves for di erent DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang compared with that of the MIDR damage index. It is shown that the fragility distribution of the xed-base building is changed when DPDMs are adopted. From the slight damage state to the severe damage state, a signi cant overall increase of the xed-base building's fragility of Park-Ang damage model with respect to the MIDR damage index. Especially in the complete damage state, the median values of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang are far smaller than that of the MIDR. It shows the fragility of the xed-base building is greatly reduced by adopting the MIDR compared with the DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang. It may be due to that the failure of the structure is mainly determined by the accumulated damage in this state, but the MIDR only takes the deformation into account. us, there is a big di erence to evaluate the structural fragility using the DPDMs and the MIDR damage index, and therefore, it is unreasonable to only adopt the IMDR as the damage index for fragility analysis. Table 7 summarizes the lognormal distributed fragility parameters (median and log-standard deviation) in terms of PGA-MIDR for the buildings with or without SSI e ect. Figure 11 depicts the comparative fragility curves for the SSI and the xed-base models using the MIDR damage index. From Figure 11 , it can be seen that the SSI e ects decrease the median values compared with those of the xed-base model, which lead to that the SSI model presents higher fragility compared with that of the xed-base models.
is observation is noticeable for four limit damage limit states. e overall fragility of SSI models increased signi cantly even by 50%. It is indicated that the seismic performance of the structure is overestimated without considering SSI e ects. But for the slight and the moderate damage states, the effects decrease the gap between the fragility of SSI model and that of the fixed-base model with the increase of PGA. us, SSI effects may play a crucial role in the expected structural damage, even if it is expressed in terms of the MIDR, and SSI effects should not be neglected for assessment purposes. e results here are similar to those in the study of Karapetrou et al. [33] , which shows that considering the SSI effects leads to a significant increase in the fragility compared with that of the fixed base. Additionally, in the research of Rajeeva et al. [6] , the reference structures are of three different heights, and all the fragility curves of the SSI models induce a higher fragility. e higher fragility could be because the SSI effect introduces additional translation and rotation effects and increases the displacement demands on the structure or resonance effect appears. e obtained results show that the seismic behaviour of the structure will be affected when the SSI is considered, especially when using MIDR as the damage index, which will lead to an unsafe structure. erefore, the SSI effects should not be neglected in the structural fragility analysis. Based on the analysis mentioned above, it can be seen that SSI effect has a great impact on the fragility of the structure using the MIDR as the damage index. But the MIDR only considers the structural damage caused by deformation, which could underestimate the damage degree, especially under a long-lasting earthquake. However, the DPDMs taking the combination of the deformation and energy as the damage index can reflect both the maximum deformation and cumulative damage effects, which is thought to be more comprehensive at describing the structural damage. Table 8 summarizes the lognormal distributed fragility parameters including the median and log-standard deviation in terms of PGA for the building considering SSI effects with three DPDMs and the MIDR. Figure 12 depicts the comparative fragility curves for three different DPDMs of PA model, Niu model, and Lu-Wang model compared with that of the MIDR. It is shown that adopting the double-parameter damage index behaves different fragility distribution compared with the single-parameter index of MIDR. From the slight damage state to the severe damage state, it can be seen that the median value of MIDR is higher that of PA model and Niu model but is lower than that of Lu-Wang model. So the fragility of PA and Niu models is higher than that of MIDR, and the fragility of Lu-Wang model is the lowest. For the complete damage state, the median values of the three DPDMs are all far lower than that of MIDR, which leads to the failure probability of the structure in this state that is much smaller than that of the double-parameter damage index. is may be attributed to that the proportion of the cumulative damage on the structural damage is increased, and the cumulative damage gradually dominates the structural damage in this state, while the MIDR does not consider this part, so the fragility of MIDR is far lower than that of DPDMs.
Next, regarding the influence of the SSI effects on the fragility of DPDMs compared with the fixed-base building, comparing the median values of Tables 6 and 8 , as well as the fragility curves of Figures 10 and 12 , it is seen that SSI effects also increase the fragility of the buildings compared with the fixed-base case using DPDMs. Especially for the severe and complete damage states, this observation is more noticeable. erefore, it is more reasonable and comprehensive to employ the DPDMs to describe and evaluate the seismic fragility of the SSI model, while adopting the MIDR will lead to an underestimate of the seismic fragility of the structure and will cause the structure to be unsafe, especially in the complete damage state.
Conclusions
ere are two objectives presented in this study. One is to investigate the SSI effects on the structural fragility compared with those of the fixed-base model. e results represented in this study show that consideration of the SSI effects induces a higher fragility than that of the fixed-base model by adopting both the DPDMs and the IMDR, and it will lead to the structure being unsafe. erefore, the SSI effects should not be neglected in the structural fragility analysis. e other objective is to supply a method for fragility assessment to study the influence of the DPDMs on the SSI structural fragility analysis compared with the MIDR. First, a series of dynamic analyses are conducted based on three DPDMs compared with the MIDR for the building with and without considering SSI effects. It shows that the building using the MIDR will lead to a significant decrease in the damage assessment compared with the DPDMs of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang models. With the increase in PGA, the difference in damage assessment using the DPDMs is more noticeable than that assessed using the MIDR. Next, IDA is performed by 50 scaled input ground motions, and the fragility curves based on the DPDMs are obtained compared with that of the MIDR. It is shown that adopting the DPDMs of Park-Ang, and Niu increases the fragility compared with that of the MIDR from the slight damage state to the severe damage state, but the Lu-Wang damage model decreases the fragility of the structure in the corresponding damage state. More significantly, in the complete damage state, the MIDR greatly increases the fragility of the structure compared with that of Park-Ang, Niu, and Lu-Wang damage models, which will overestimate the structural seismic capacity to lead to severe seismic losses. erefore, it is more reasonable to adopt the DPDMs for fragility analysis by considering SSI effects.
All these conclusions are based on the results of the eight-story RC building supported by pile foundation on soft soil. Other influential factors (e.g., number of stories, structural types, foundation types, and soil types) will be considered in future studies.
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